Neural networks is considered the most powerful classifier and rough set theory is thought of the best to reduce attributes and to generate rules. The combination of neural networks and rough set is very useful for knowledge acquires. Integrating of the advantages of two approaches and having solved the data continuous problem, this paper presents a hybrid method to extract classification rules. There are three models in our method, in first model, neural networks was employed to classify the data sets. In the second model, the continuous attributes are discretized and the self-organizing neural network was applied to ensure result consistent before and after the discretization. In the third model, rough sets theory was used to reduce attributes and generate the rules. The proposed approach was applied on abandoned mine wastes data and the extracted rules was testified based on the analysis of case studies, the result show that the method was reasonable.
INTRODUCTION
One of the important issues in development expert system is knowledge acquisition from expert. Recently, in order to automate this problem, machine-learning techniques have been developed to extract knowledge from database. Among proposed approaches deriving rules from training examples is most common. Given a set of examples a learning program tries to induce rules that describe each class.
Neural networks are considered the most powerful classifier for their low classification error rates and robustness to noise. There are some kinds of neural network. Self-organizing is a special kind of neural networks without teaching. It has the function of self-organizing. Through training by itself, it can classify the input samples automatically. But neural networks lack explanation facilities for their knowledge. The knowledge is buried in their structures and weights. It is often difficult to extract rules from a trained neural network.
Rough sets theory, a mathematical tool to deal with vagueness and uncertainty of information, was first introduced by Pawlak in the 1980's. It has been applied in a lot of applications such as machine learning, knowledge discovery, and expert system since then and has been proved to be very effective. It constitutes a framework for inducing minimal decision rules. These rules in turn can be used to perform a classification task. However, it only deals with the classificatory of data tables and it required the data continuous.
The combination of rough sets and neural networks is very nature for complementary features. In this paper, integrating of the advantages of two approaches, we present a hybrid method to extract classification rules. Different from those previous works, the neural network in this method was used twice; it is not only a classifier but also a checker. First time, neural networks is used as a classifier to classify the data set, second, the selforganizing neural networks is applied as a checker to testify the consistent of discrete result besides classification. After this the rough set can work well to reduce attribute and generate rules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we make a brief description about rough set theory and the definition of classification accuracy and coverage based on this theory. Extracting classification method is described in Section 3. A sample was presented in section 4, and finally concluding remarks are given in section 5.
THE THEORY OF ROUGH SETS

Information system
An information system is a 4-tuple S = {^, ^, F,/},where ^i s a finite set of objects, called the universe; A is a finite set of attributes, V = U^^^V^ is a domain of attribute a . and f :Ux A-^V , called an information function such that / ( x , a) eV^, \/a e A,\/x eU .
In the classification problems an information system is also seen as a decision Let S = {U, A, F, / } be an information system, every P <^ A , generates a indiscernibility relation ind{P) on U ,which is defined as follows:
, Va e P} U/ind{P) = {CpC2 •••C^} is a partition of U by P ,every C. is an equivalence class. For \/x eU ,the equivalence class of x in relafion UI ind{P) is defined as follows:
i^iNDiP) ={y^U\ f{y,a) = f{x,a\\/a e P)
P _ lower approximation 4& P _upper approximation
Let P c ^ , X Q U , the P _lower approximation of X (denote by P^ (X)) and the P _upper approximation of X (denote by P^ (X) ) are defined as follows:
is the set of all objects from U which can be certainly classified as elements of X employing the set of attributes P . P* {X) is the set of objects of U which can be possibly classified as elements of X using the set of attributes P .
Let P , Q c A , the posifive region of classification U / IND(Q) v/'ith respect to the set of attributes P ,or in short P -positive region of Q is defined as :
POSp(Q) contains all objects in f/that can be classified to one class of the classification UI IND{Q) by attributes P . The dependency of Q on P is defined as:
Fig. Ishow the procedures of our approach
reduct
An attributes a is said to be dispensable in P with respect to Q ,if /F (Ö) -Yp-{a} (Ö) ' Otherwise a is indispensable attribute in P with respect to Q.
Let S = {U,C[jD,V, f) be a decision table, the set of attributes P { P <^C ) is a reduct of attributes C , which statisfies the following conditions:
aP .k reduct of condition attributes C is a subset that can discern decision classes with the same discriminating capability as C, and none of the attributes in the reduct can be eliminated without decreasing its discriminating capability.
Classification accuracy and coverage
If the equal-classes of UI ind{C) and U /ind(D) are presented by X-, Yj , defines decision rules as: r.j : X^ -^ yj , yj V\X^ ^ ^ .And Classification accuracy and coverage is defined as:
card (y J)
Where card(A) denotes the cardinality of a set A, //(X.,/^) denotes a classification accuracy of X^ as to classification of ;Ky,//(X., ;K^ ) denotes a classification coverage of X. as to classificafion of/^, respectively.
METHODOLOGY
Our hybrid method of extracting classification Rules of non-decision attribute data sets consists of three major models:
Model 1: Classification Using the clustering function of self-organizing neural networks, the category of each data is acquired. The goal of this step is to obtain the decision attribute of data sets. If the data sets have decision set, this model can be skipped. There are four kinds of self-organizing algorithms. They are self-organizing competitive learning (SCL) neural networks, self-organizing feature map (SFM) neural networks and the frequency-sensitive compefitive learning (FSCL) neural network. There is some software to implement implement the algorithm of selforganizing neural networks, such as artificial neural networks (ANN) toolbox of Matlab, ANN toolbox of Microsoft Office programmer, etc.
Model 2: discreteness
To reduce and extract rules from decision table by rough set, the attribute of each data in decision table should be discrete. This step is to discretize the continuous attributes. Firstly, Using discretizing algorithm, the discrete table is obtained then using self-organizing neural networks to testify the result consistent before and after the data discretized attribute. If they are consistent, then the decision table was obtained by combining the discrete table with the classification and goes to mode 3, else rediscretize the condition attributes. The usually discrete algorithms are equal-distance, equal-frequency, naive scalar and semi-naive scalar, etc.
Model 3: reduce the decision table and general rules
The last model is to generate the rules. Applying rough set theory, a reduct of decision table is obtained and the final knowledge-a rule set is generated from the reduced decision table.
APPLICATION
In this section, an example is given to show how the proposed methodology can be used to generate the classification rules from data set without decision attributes. Table 1 shows the climate-geography features of 12 abandoned mine wastes. There is no appropriate classification for them yet. There are 8 attributes Annual average temperature (°C ), Annual Sunshine hours( h/a). Annual rainfall (mm). Accumulated temperature (°C), Percent of sand (%), Altitude (m). Annual precipitation (mm). Annual average wind velocity, denoted by a, b, c, d, e, f, g and h respectively. Step 2 Using the equidistance algorithm to discretize each attribute in table 1, the distance equal the one third of range. The discretization table (table 3) was obtained. a  2  3  2  3  1  3  1   b   2  2  1  1  3  2  1   c  1  2  2  2  1  3  1   d  1  2  2  3  1  2  1   e  1  3  1  3  3  2  2   f  3  3  1  1  3  1  1   g  2  2  3  3  3  1  1   h  3  1  3  3  3  1  3 FS  YKS  JZ  CF  LC   2  2  3  1  2   1  3  1  3  1   3  1  2  1  3   1  1  3  1  2   1  2  3  2  3   1  3  1  3  3   2  3  1  3  2   3  3  1  3  3 Using self-organizing to classify these 12 discreted data, the result is same as the before. So combing the condition attributes with the result of classification, the decision table obtained (table4). Area  SZ  YQ  TF  HQ  TL  QA  HN  FS  YKS  JZ  CF  LC   a  2  3  2  3  1  3  1  2  2  3  1  2   b  2  2  1  1  3  2  1  1  3  1  3  1   c  1  2  2  2  1  3  1  3  1  2  1  3   d  1  2  2  3  1  2  1  1  1  3  1  2   e  1  3  1  3  3  2  2  1  2  3  2  3   f  3  3  1  1  3  1  1  1  3  1  3  3   g  2  2  3  3  3  1  1  2  3  1  3  2   h  3  1  3  3  3  1  3  3  3  1  3  3   class  1  2  3  2  1  3  3  3  1  2  1  2 Step 3 reduce decision table and generate rules using ROSE software which developed by Professor S. Wilk and the staff of Institute of Computing Science of Poznan University of Technology , set the least RHS accuracy 50% and least RHS coverage 100%, the rules table was acquired(table 5). Step 4 rules testify Author collected the data of other three abandoned mine wastes from the web. This data is incomplete. However it can be classified by the rules, the result was show in table 6 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a hybrid approach to extract classification rules through integrating the advances of self-organizing neural networks and rough sets. Using the clustering function of selforganizing neural networks, the method classifies the data all continuous attributes discretized by some discrete algorithms in succession, then using self-organizing neural testify the similarity of result of classification. At last the rules and the rudect was obtained using rough sets theory if the similarity is accepted.
The difficult problem of extracting classification rules of neural networks is solved through this hybrid method though the black box mechanism of neural network classification.
Discrete algorithms are used to make the self-organizing neural networks and rough set be applied effective. Using self-organizing networks to testify the result of discretization, this method can ensure the rules extracted from the discrete decision table consistent with original data.
The application of extracting classification rules on abandoned mine wastes case show that the method was reasonable and effective.
Although the proposed method works well in extracting classification rules, there are is still much work to be done in this field. Our method need to try some time on find the discretization algorithm to obtain the right one. In the fiature we will attempt to find the appropriate discrete algorithm quickly.
